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“Troubles give a chance to self analysis”

— Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

“Scientists discover the world that exists; engineers create the world
that never was.”

—Theodore Von Kármán

“I came to realize that exaggerated concern about what others are doing
can be foolish. It can paralyze effort, and stifle  a good idea. One finds
that in the history of science, almost every problem has been worked
out by someone else. This should not discourage anyone from pursuing
his own path.”

— Theodore Von Kármán



Preface to the Second Edition

The aim of this revised and enlarged edition is same as that of the earlier edition, as to intend
primarily for easiness in understanding of the subject of Fluid Mechanics and Machinery and to
raise the standard of the reader, step by step in understanding the concepts of Fluid Mechanics and
its applications in fluid machinery, with clear pictorial explanations.

In this edition, all the content has been revised thoroughly and modified. Apart from it the errors
in previous edition have also been rectified. Additional information wherever necessary has been
added. Some additional problems are also been included.

In this edition, a new topic “Buoyancy and Floatation” has been added as an extension of
Chapter 4.

Suggestions and comments from the readers for further editions of the text will be greatly
appreciated.

Chanamala Ratnam
(chratnam_au@yahoo.co.in)

Arun Vikram Kothapalli
(arunvikram@gmail.com)



Preface to the First Edition

This book is intended primarily for easiness in understanding of the subject of Fluid Mechanics
and Machinery. It is designed to raise the standard of the reader, step by step in understanding the
concepts of fluid mechanics and its application in fluid machinery, with clear pictorial explanation.
The contents are been developed in transition from basics of simple chapters to complexity of the
remaining chapters, including the fundamental formulae used for deriving equations, without leaving
the connection between chapters and their applications.

An attempt of more number of diagrams are been introduced for enhancing easiness in
understanding of the changes and assumptions taken in derivations. Important formulae including
their units, important points and values to be remembered, are been given in a tabular format at the
end of each chapter, so as to provide quick reference of these, by the reader.

This book has been organized in two parts, namely, 1. Fluid Mechanics and 2. Fluid Machinery,
so that the reader can have the flexibility to switch over to the subject of Fluid mechanics or Fluid
mechanics application in machinery, as per his necessity and need.

Part 1 of this book, structured on the basics and fundamental theories behind fluids (Liquids
and Gasses) and consists of nine chapters, Chapter 1 Discusses concepts of Fluid properties like
their density, specific weight, specific volume, etc. and also explained fluid behavioral aspects like
viscosity, surface tension, cohesion and adhesion phenomenon, capillarity effects. The fluid
classification is provided basing on their behavior like Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids.

The important property of fluid, like pressure, which is of main concern in case of fluids and its
measurements, when in hydrostatic condition, based on Pascal’s law (manometers) is dealt in
Chapters 2 and Chapter 3 describes the hydrostatic forces arise on the surface immersed in fluids
and hydrostatic condition.

Chapters 4 and 5 deals with the Kinematics and Dynamics fluid flows respectively, considering
Circulation and Vorticity in flow and assuming the flow to be continuous and incompressible.
Equation of Continuity and Bernoulli’s equation has been derived and application of Bernoulli’s
equation in devices like Venturimeter, Orifice meter and Pitot tube are discusses. Moreover, vortex
motion is also explained.

The viscous flow of fluid in closed conduit in one dimensional basing on Couette flow, Hagen
Poiseulle law and friction factors and two-dimensional (Navier Stokes equation) are explained.
Flow potentiality and its resistance are also explained including minor frictional losses like due to
sudden expansion, sudden contraction, losses due to pipe bends and obstructions are also taken up
in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 explains the Boundary layers over flat plates and their equations based on
Displacement, energy, Momentum thickness in Laminar and Turbulent flows and their transition



x A Brief History

from laminar to Turbulent, is explained while discussing about the fully developed boundary layers
and laminar sub-layers. Moreover, boundary layer separation and its control are been included in
this chapter.

Chapter 8 details the analysis of dimensional homogeneity of various physical variables using
Releigh and Buckingham method. Model analyzing using correlation of prototype with modal
using non-dimensional parameters and different types of similarities are discussed, which the reader
gets the capability to be familiar with the Model similitude of the actual prototype, which is to be
manufactured. Chapter 9 Elaborates the gas dynamics (Compressible flow) based on Mach number
significance and stagnation properties of the compressible fluid. And also discusses the application
of the compressible flow in Venturimeter, Diffuser nozzles and Pitot tube for Maximum efficiency.

Part 2 of this book focuses on the application (Fluid Machinery), based on the theory of Fluid
mechanics and consists of three chapters, namely, Impact of jets, which gives clear explanation of
the jet motions on Pelton wheel, its impact on various surface and the velocity diagrams and the
efficiency of jet stories. Hydraulic Turbines categorizes differences in different types of hydraulic
turbines and also mentions draft tube theory used behind the reaction turbines. Specific speed for
transition of the reader to study the performances, the characteristic curves and governing of the
hydraulic turbines are been discussed. Finally, last chapter discusses hydraulic pumps like for
Centrifugal and Reciprocating pump significances, functioning, efficiency and requirement of
the above pumps are taken up in detail, in these chapters, so as to achieve the reader’s attention, for
easy understanding.

Chanamala Ratnam
Arun Vikram Kothapalli
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